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Building upon the work of the Fermilab and Tsukuba groups, we discuss improved lattice actions
capable of describing onium and heavy-light systems with errors of order (~pa)2 but accurate to
arbitrary order in (ma)n, where a is the lattice spacing, ~p is the spatial momentum of the heavy
quark(s) and m the heavy quark mass. We demonstrate using both a tree-level example and an
inductive proof that this accuracy can be achieved for hadronic masses using an action containing
only three mass-dependent parameters: the bare quark mass (m0), an anisotropy coefficient (ζ )
of the Dirac spatial derivative term and a coefficient (cP) of the chromomagnetic Pauli term.
Further improvement terms are needed to calculate matrix elements involving spinor fields or
composite operators. This represents a simplification of earlier results and makes practical the
non-perturbative evaluation of these coefficients.
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1. Introduction.
Lattice QCD is the clear method of choice to treat the non-perturbative effects of QCD. How-
ever, the charm and bottom quarks are sufficiently massive that the usual requirement that the
particle masses are small compared to the inverse lattice spacing, m 1/a is not satisfied for the
lattice spacings presently accessible to full QCD lattice simulations. This is especially true for the
more compute-intensive lattice fermion formulations where the light quarks are treated in a fashion
respecting chiral symmetry (such as domain wall or overlap fermions).
Fortunately, for many important questions it is possible to avoid the difficulties associated with
an overly large value of ma by using a low-energy effective theory to describe the massive quarks
in which the effects of the large mass are treated approximately (heavy quark effective theory),
where the quarks are treated as non-relativistic (NRQCD) or where the errors of order (ma)n are
compensated by appropriate mass-dependent coefficients in an effective Lagrangian (Fermilab or
relativistic heavy quark (RHQ) method).
In this talk we will focus on the RHQ method developed by the Fermilab group [1] and further
explored by the group at Tsukuba [2]. This offers the advantage of being able to treat a range
of quark masses including both the m 1/a and 1/a m limits and thus being consistent with
an eventual continuum limit with m 1/a. In addition, this approach permits a straight-forward
use of non-perturbative techniques, avoiding reliance on lattice perturbation theory. The results
presented here summarize the work reported in Refs [3] and [4]. Further non-perturbative results
can be found in the contribution of Huey-Wen Lin to this conference [5].
2. Symanzik improvement applied to heavy quarks.
































×U−sµ(n+ sµˆ + s′νˆ)U−s′ν(n+ s′νˆ)−h.c.
]
ψn. (2.4)
The long-distance, on-shell properties of this theory can be described, including errors of order















In the usual Symanzik improvement program, one then argues that the unwanted coefficient rc can
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zero by appropriately adjusting the parameters in the lattice Lagrangian in Eq. 2.1 (in this case only
m0 and cSW need be tuned) [6].
El-Khadra, Kronfeld and Mackenzie argued that this approach could describe a system in-
cluding heavy quarks even in the case ma∼ 1 provided one works in the heavy quark rest system,
incorporates the resulting loss of axis interchange symmetry and uses improvement coefficients
which depend on ma.
We will now discuss this approach in detail. Begin by working in the heavy quark rest system
and assuming that |~pa|  1. Allow for the possibility that ma may be of order 1 by including terms
in the continuum, effective Lagrangian which are of arbitrarily high order in ma and D0a. Thus,
we use:
L eff = L eff,−1+L eff,0 +L eff,1 + . . . (2.6)
where












L eff,1 = aψ
(
~D2B1,1 +a{~D2,γ0D0}C1,1




The expansion described in Eq. 2.6 is in powers of |~pa|. The quantities ma and D0a are treated as
of order 1 and included to all powers in each of the terms L eff,−1, L eff,0, etc. Thus, the leading
terms, given in Eq. 2.7, contain factors of m0 and γ0D0 and are therefore labeled as order a−1. The
coefficients Bi, j and Ci, j which appear in Eqs. 2.7-2.9 are real polynomials of arbitrary order in
m0a, (D0a)2 and g2. We must now determine how general a lattice action must be used so that,
with a proper choice of the coefficients in this lattice action, the equivalent continuum action will
agree through order |~pa| and to arbitrary order in m0a with the usual continuum Dirac action.
3. On-shell improvement.
The first step in determining the form of such an lattice action is to recognize which of the
unwanted terms in Eq. 2.6 can be simply removed by a redefinition of the continuum fields ψ(x)
and ψ(x). With the exception of possible non-Lorentz covariant terms associated with spinor fields
discussed below, the choice of field operator should have no effect on the resulting on-shell Green’s
functions. Thus, we are free to make arbitrary, non-singular field transformations to simplify the
form of the continuum effective Lagrangian given in Eqs. 2.6-2.9. (This is equivalent to using the
equations of motion to simplify Eqs. 2.6-2.9.)
We therefore consider a series of field transformations involving terms of increasing order in
the expansion parameter |~pa|:
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ψ = ψ ′
(
1−aR1,1~γ←−D −aS1,1[~γ←−D ,aγ0←−D 0]
)
(3.4)
O(a2) : ψ =
(
1+a2~D2R2,1 +a2{~D2,aγ0D0}S2,1
+a2[γ i,γ j][Di,D j]R2,2+a2
{










ψ = ψ ′
(
1+a2←−D 2R2,1−a2{←−D 2,aγ0←−D 0}S2,1
+a2[γ i,γ j][←−D i,←−D j]R2,2−a2
{
[γ i,γ j][←−D i,←−D j],aγ0←−D 0
}
S2,2
+a2[γ i,γ0][←−D i,←−D 0]R2,3+a2
[





As is discussed in detail in Ref. [3], the real coefficients Ri, j and Si, j appearing in these transfor-
mations can be chosen to significantly simply the continuum effective Lagrangian in Eqs. 2.6-2.9.
Our basic strategy is to linearize the problem by working to a fixed order N = k+ l + n in an ex-
pansion in term of order (m0a)k(D0a)2lg2n. We can then perform induction in N. The resulting












This implies that a continuum result, accurate through order |~pa| and to arbitrary order in m0a can
















Thus, we need only fix the bare quark mass m0, the anisotropy parameter ζ and the coefficient cP
of the chromomagnetic or Pauli term so that the parameters in the corresponding continuum action
of Eq. 3.7 take their relativistic form, in particular ζ c = ccP = 0.
This is a somewhat surprising result because in the earlier Fermilab and Tsukuba papers the
need to separately tune the coefficients cB and cE of the ψσ i, jF i, jψ and ψσ0, jF0, jψ terms is
anticipated. However, by performing the order a2 transformation in Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6 on the terms
in the original Lagrangian of order 1/a (Eq. 2.7) we can remove the difference between cB and cE .
This can be seen schematically by performing such a transformation with parameter α :
L eff = ψ(x)
(
1+αa2[γ i,γ0][Di,D0]
) ·(γ0D0 +mr)(1+αa2[γ i,γ0][Di,D0])ψ(x) (3.9)
= ψ(x)
(
γ0D0 +mr +α2mra2[γ i,γ0][Di,D0]
+αa2{[γ i,γ0][Di,D0],γ0D0})ψ(x). (3.10)
The resulting term with coefficient α2mra2 can be used to set the coefficient cE term equal to that
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this coefficient does not cause a problem because the mass-independent part of the coefficients
of ψσ i, jF i, jψ and ψσ0, jF0, jψ will be axis interchange symmetric and hence equal.) Note the
extra ∼ αa2[[Di,D0],D0] generated by this transformation is explicitly of order |~pa|2 and can be
dropped.
If we tried to change the coefficient of ψσ i, jFi, jψ by making a similar (1+ β ψσ i, jF i, jψ)
transformation the extra term would be of order a and could not be dropped.
4. On-shell spinor matrix elements.
In a relativistic theory, field transformations have no effect on the on-shell Green’s functions
beyond the introduction of multiplicative “wave function” renormalization factors. This implies
that if a field transformation exists which will remove unwanted terms in the Lagrangian, this
transformation need not be actually made because the original, untransformed fields will yield the
same on-shell Green’s functions. It is only in this case where these transformation need not be
actually carried out that the parameters which they remove (and upon which these transformations
then depend) can be ignored.
The actual effect of such non-linear field transformations can be seen concretely by examining
a Green’s functions containing the transformed field but evaluated in the original theory. As shown
in Fig. 1 the pole that appears when the transformed field is Fourier transformed and p2 allowed to
approach m2r will arise only in the class of graphs which are one-particle-reducible with respect to
this transformed field operator. The entire external momentum pµ must flow through a single line
if that diagram is have a pole. The effect of using the proper, transformed field is described by the
factor corresponding to the right-hand-side of Fig. 1.
For a scalar or relativistic spinor field, this corresponds to a simple multiplicative constant.
However, in the non-relativistic situation that results from working in the heavy quark rest system,
a spinor Z-factor can occur:








This implies that correct relativistic Green’s functions will be obtained only after the spinor trans-
formation described in Eq. 4.1 has been performed. (This conclusion has been emphasized by the
Tsukuba group and adds to their count of needed parameters.) As is suggested by the notation, the
parameter δψ will depend on the particular fermion field that is being used. While one value of
δψ is required for a perturbative calculation, quite a different one will be needed for the interpo-
lating, composite field needed to create or destroy a charmed baryon. Fortunately, δψ is relatively
easy to determine non-perturbatively by simply examining the long-distance spinor structure of the
corresponding fermion propagator.
5. Tree-level check.
As a check of these conclusions we have carried out a tree-level calculation of the quark








Figure 1: A class of diagrams contributing to the 4 ×4 spinor renormalization matrix Zαβ connecting the
improved and un-improved fields, ψc and ψ0 respectively. Here the point-like vertex represented by the
cross corresponds to the composite, improved operator ψc which contains products of the quark and gluon
fields. The graph contained within the shaded circle must be one-particle-irreducible.






















we found that the following choices for mra, Zq, ζ and δψ gave continuum results through order









Zq = cosh(mra)+ rt sinh(mra) (5.3)
ζ 2 = sinh(mra)
mra







This is the conclusion expected from our earlier discussion. The details of this calculation are given
in Ref. [3].
6. Conclusions.
As we have seen, it is possible to describe the physics of an onium or heavy-light system
accurately through order |~pa| and to all orders in ma if three parameters are properly tuned. The
first parameter, the bare quark mass m0, must be determined from experiment and is ultimately
tuned non-perturbatively to make the resulting spectrum agree with reality. The second, anisotropy
parameter ζ can be easily determined from the momentum-dependence of the energy of one of the
particles being studied. It can be tuned, again non-perturbatively, to insure that E(~p) = mr + ~p
2
2mr .
The final Pauli parameter, cP is more difficult to determine. Given the small number of parameters,
it is quite straight-forward to determine this from experiment also, adjusting it to fit the spin-
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prediction. Alternatively, cP can be computed from first principles, by employing a step-scaling
method which begins with a sufficiently small lattice spacing (and correspondly small physical
volume) that a standard relativistic treatment for the heavy quark is accurate. One then considers
a series of increasing physical volumes and lattice spacings, matched to maintain constant finite-
volume physics. Both approaches are quite practical, even with dynamical fermions as discussed
in Refs. [4] and [5].
This approach can be applied to systems involving either charm or bottom quarks (or both).
However, since ~p ∝ αsm for onium systems our method will be more accurate for heavy-light
systems where~p ∝ ΛQCD. Similarly we expect greater accuracy for charmonium that bottomonium.
Since no assumption is made regarding the relative size of m and a, the continuum, a→ 0 limit can
be taken. However, unless ma can be neglected, one expects the coefficient of the neglected (~pa)2
term to itself be a function of ma which will modify the usual a2 approach to the continuum limit.
While the results presented here are based on a theoretical analysis, the idea that the removal
of order |~pa| errors could be achieved without tuning cE was suggested to us by the numerical
studies described in Ref. [4].
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